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Event reconstruction in the scintillator array

shower  core r  =  2.5  –  5.5  m

shower  direction =  0.5°  –  1.2°
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Muon production height – KASCADE muon tracking detector
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Fig. 4.19. Integrating
Cherenkov cone of an AIRO-
BICC station and auxiliaries.
Directly above the PMT a
glass filter restricted the in-
coming light to wavelengths
smaller than 500 nm and
a plexiglass cover protected
against dew, white frost and
dust [29]







Lateral  distribution  of  Cerenkov  light

This  part  depends  mainly  on  energy

This  part  depends  mainly  on
distance  to  shower  maximum

Tunka Experiment
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The Pierre Auger Observatory



The detection principle
ΔE = 18% stat.  22% syst.
ΔΘ < 1°
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Fig. 1: Current deployment status of the array. Tanks
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Pierre Auger Observatory
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4 telescope buildings

6 telescopes each

Spring 2008:
water Cherenkov detector array completed

1600 tanks operating
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Atmospheric Monitoring and its Use in Air Shower Analysis at

the Pierre Auger Observatory

Segev BenZvi! for the Pierre Auger Collaboration†

!University of Wisconsin – Madison, 222 W. Washington Ave., Madison, WI 53703, USA
†Observatorio Pierre Auger, Av. San Martin Norte 304, 5613 Malargüe, Argentina

Abstract. For the analysis of air showers measured

using the air fluorescence technique, it is essential

to understand the behaviour of the atmosphere.

At the Pierre Auger Observatory, the atmospheric

properties that affect the production of UV light

in air showers and the transmission of the light to

the fluorescence telescopes are monitored regularly.

These properties include the temperature, pressure,

and humidity as a function of altitude; the optical

depth and scattering behaviour of aerosols; and

the presence of clouds in the field of view of the

telescopes. The atmospheric measurements made at

the observatory describe a detector volume in excess

of 30,000 cubic km. Since 2004, the data have been

compiled in a record of nightly conditions, and this

record is vital to the analysis of events observed

by the fluorescence telescopes. We will review the

atmospheric monitoring techniques used at the ob-

servatory and discuss the influence of atmospheric

measurements on estimates of shower observables

using real and simulated data.

Keywords: ultra high-energy cosmic rays, air fluo-

rescence technique, atmospheric monitoring

I. INTRODUCTION

The Pierre Auger Observatory comprises two cosmic

ray extensive air shower detectors: a Surface Detector

Array (SD) of 1600 water Cherenkov detectors, and a

Fluorescence Detector (FD) of 24 telescopes at four sites

overlooking the array. Observations carried out with the

FD yield nearly calorimetric measurements of the energy

of each primary cosmic ray. The FD telescopes are also

used to observe the slant depth of shower maximum

(Xmax), which is sensitive to the mass composition of

cosmic rays. Simultaneous shower measurements with

the SD and FD (hybrid events) provide high-quality data

used in physics analysis and in the calibration of the SD

energy scale.

The crucial roles of hybrid calibration and shower

measurement performed by the FD depend on detailed

knowledge of atmospheric conditions. Light from exten-

sive air showers is produced in the atmosphere, and it is

transmitted through the air to the observing telescopes.

The production of fluorescence and Cherenkov pho-

tons in a shower depends on the temperature, pressure,

and humidity of the air. Moreover, as the light travels

from the shower axis to the fluorescence telescopes, it

is scattered from its path by molecules and aerosols.

Therefore, atmospheric conditions have a major impact

on shower energies and shower maxima estimated using

the fluorescence technique.

To characterise the behaviour of the atmosphere at

the Pierre Auger Observatory, extensive atmospheric

monitoring is performed during and between FD shifts.

Fig. 1 depicts the instruments used in the monitoring

program. Atmospheric state variables such as pressure,

temperature, and humidity are recorded using meteoro-

logical radio soundings launched from a helium balloon

station [1], and conditions at ground level are recorded

by five weather stations. Aerosol conditions are mea-

sured using central lasers, lidars, and cloud cameras [2],

[3], [4], as well as optical telescopes and phase func-

tion monitors [5], [6]. The atmospheric data have been

incorporated into a multi-gigabyte database used for

the reconstruction and analysis of hybrid events. We

describe the use of these data in estimates of shower light

production (Section II) and atmospheric transmission

(Section III), and in Section IV we summarise systematic

uncertainties in the hybrid reconstruction.

 FD Los Leones:
Lidar, Raman, HAM, FRAM

IR Camera
 Weather Station

 FD Los Morados:
Lidar, APF
IR Camera

 Weather Station

 FD Loma Amarilla:
Lidar

IR Camera
 Weather Station FD Coihueco:

Lidar, APF

IR Camera
 Weather Station

eu  Malarg

  Central Laser Facility
 Weather Station

  eXtreme Laser Facility

  Balloon
Launch
Station

10 km

Fig. 1: Atmospheric monitors at the Pierre Auger Ob-

servatory include two central lasers, four elastic lidar

stations, one Raman lidar, four IR cameras, five weather

stations, a balloon launch facility, two aerosol phase

function (APF) monitors, and two optical telescopes

(HAM, FRAM).
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Fig. 6. Top: raw IRCC image. Bottom: FD pixels coverage mask: lighter values on the greyscale represent greater cloud coverage

pixels to be removed from the shower reconstruction

procedure. Cloud cameras are not radiometric, therefore

each pixel value is proportional to the difference between

the temperature in the viewing direction and the average

temperature of the entire scene. In fig. 6, the raw IRCC

images of the FD field of view are shown together with

the final mask. The database is filled with the coverage

for each pixel in the map.

While the IR cloud cameras and the FD background

data analyses record the cloud coverage in the FD field

of view, they cannot determine cloud heights, that must

be measured using the LIDAR stations and CLF. In

cloud detection mode, LIDAR telescopes sweep the sky

with a continuous scan in two orthogonal paths with

fixed azimuthal angle, one of which is along the central

FD azimuth angle, with a maximum zenith angle of

45!. The full scan takes 10 minutes per path. Clouds
are detected as strong localised scattering sources, and

the timing of the scattered light is related to the cloud

height. The cloud finding algorithm starts with the

subtraction of the expected signal for a simulated purely

molecular atmosphere (Smol) to the real one (Sreal).

The obtained signal is approximately constant before

the cloud, and has a non-zero slope inside the cloud.

A second-derivative method to identify cloud candidates

and obtain cloud thickness is applied. LIDARs provide

hourly information on cloud coverage and height.

In fig. 7, the intensity of the backscattered light as

a function of height and horizontal distance from the

LIDAR station is shown.
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Fig. 7. A cloud layer around 3.5 km height as detected by the LIDAR

The Central Laser Facility and the eXtreme Laser Fa-

cility can be used to detect clouds along the vertical laser

path and between their position and the FDs, looking at

the profiles of photons collected at the FD buildings,

since clouds can enhance or block the trasmitted light,

depending of their position. A cloud positioned directly

along the vertical laser track will scatter a greater amount

of light in every direction, producing a peak in the light

profile. In this case the cloud is directly above the laser

facility site, and timing of the scattered light is related

to the cloud height allowing to define the height of the

cloud layer. If clouds are between the laser source and

the FD, a local decrease in the laser light profile is

observed. In this case the timing of the received light

is not directly related to the cloud height, and only the

cloud coverage in the FD field of view can be defined.

A database is filled with the informations on the height

of the observed cloud layers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The Pierre Auger Observatory operates a huge sys-

tem to provide continuous measurements of the highly

variable aerosol attenuation and for the detection of

clouds, main sources of uncertainties in the shower re-

construction. The highest energy air showers are viewed

at low elevation angles by the Fluorescence Detectors

and through long distances in the lower part of the

atmosphere, where aerosols are in higher concentration

and therefore the aerosol attenuation becomes increas-

ingly important. Also clouds have a significant effect on

shower reconstruction. All the described instruments are

operating, and most of the results are currently used in

the reconstruction of shower events.
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Fig. 6. Top: raw IRCC image. Bottom: FD pixels coverage mask: lighter values on the greyscale represent greater cloud coverage

pixels to be removed from the shower reconstruction

procedure. Cloud cameras are not radiometric, therefore

each pixel value is proportional to the difference between

the temperature in the viewing direction and the average

temperature of the entire scene. In fig. 6, the raw IRCC

images of the FD field of view are shown together with

the final mask. The database is filled with the coverage

for each pixel in the map.

While the IR cloud cameras and the FD background

data analyses record the cloud coverage in the FD field

of view, they cannot determine cloud heights, that must

be measured using the LIDAR stations and CLF. In

cloud detection mode, LIDAR telescopes sweep the sky

with a continuous scan in two orthogonal paths with

fixed azimuthal angle, one of which is along the central

FD azimuth angle, with a maximum zenith angle of

45!. The full scan takes 10 minutes per path. Clouds
are detected as strong localised scattering sources, and

the timing of the scattered light is related to the cloud

height. The cloud finding algorithm starts with the

subtraction of the expected signal for a simulated purely

molecular atmosphere (Smol) to the real one (Sreal).

The obtained signal is approximately constant before

the cloud, and has a non-zero slope inside the cloud.

A second-derivative method to identify cloud candidates

and obtain cloud thickness is applied. LIDARs provide

hourly information on cloud coverage and height.

In fig. 7, the intensity of the backscattered light as

a function of height and horizontal distance from the

LIDAR station is shown.
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Fig. 7. A cloud layer around 3.5 km height as detected by the LIDAR

The Central Laser Facility and the eXtreme Laser Fa-

cility can be used to detect clouds along the vertical laser

path and between their position and the FDs, looking at

the profiles of photons collected at the FD buildings,

since clouds can enhance or block the trasmitted light,

depending of their position. A cloud positioned directly

along the vertical laser track will scatter a greater amount

of light in every direction, producing a peak in the light

profile. In this case the cloud is directly above the laser

facility site, and timing of the scattered light is related

to the cloud height allowing to define the height of the

cloud layer. If clouds are between the laser source and

the FD, a local decrease in the laser light profile is

observed. In this case the timing of the received light

is not directly related to the cloud height, and only the

cloud coverage in the FD field of view can be defined.

A database is filled with the informations on the height

of the observed cloud layers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The Pierre Auger Observatory operates a huge sys-

tem to provide continuous measurements of the highly

variable aerosol attenuation and for the detection of

clouds, main sources of uncertainties in the shower re-

construction. The highest energy air showers are viewed

at low elevation angles by the Fluorescence Detectors

and through long distances in the lower part of the

atmosphere, where aerosols are in higher concentration

and therefore the aerosol attenuation becomes increas-

ingly important. Also clouds have a significant effect on

shower reconstruction. All the described instruments are

operating, and most of the results are currently used in

the reconstruction of shower events.
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detector has detected secondary shower particles simul-

taneously. The data from the SD system restricts the time

and the location of the shower impact point on ground.

This improves the reconstruction of the shower geometry

significantly [5]. An accurate geometry reconstruction

with an uncertainty of about 0.5! is the necessary basis
for energy and composition determination. But recording

of hybrid data needs also adequate trigger efficiency

for the individual surface detectors at lowest energies.

Therefore, an enlarged energy range down to 10 17 eV

with high-quality hybrid events requires an extended

field of view for FD telescopes in combination with

a surface detector array of higher density in a small

fraction of the observatory.

II. DESIGN AND PROPERTIES OF HEAT

In 2006 the Auger Collaboration decided to extend

the original fluorescence detector, a system consisting

of 24 telescopes located at four sites, by three High

Elevation Auger Telescopes (HEAT). These telescopes

have now been constructed, and they are located 180 m

north-east of the Coihueco FD building. At the same

time, the collaboration deployed extra surface detector

stations as an infill array of 25 km2 close to and in

the field of HEAT. Additional large area muon detectors

(AMIGA) [6] will determine the muon content of the

shower and further improve the determination of the

composition of the primary cosmic ray particles.

The design of HEAT is very similar to the original FD

system, except for the possibility to tilt the telescopes

upwards by 29!. In both cases a large field of view
of about 30!! 30! is obtained using a Schmidt optics.
Fluorescence light entering the aperture is focused by a

spherical mirror onto a camera containing 440 hexagonal

PMTs. An UV transmitting filter mounted at the entrance

window reduces background light from stars effectively.

An annular corrector ring assures a spot size of about

0.6! despite the large effective aperture of 3 m2. The

high sensitivity of the Auger FD telescopes enables

the detection of high energy showers up to 40 km

distance. A slow control system for remote operation

from Malargüe allows safe handling.

Differences between the conventional FD telescopes

and HEAT are caused by the tilting mechanism. While

the original 24 FD telescopes are housed in four solid

concrete buildings, the 3 HEAT telescopes are installed

in individual, pivot-mounted enclosures (see figure 2).

Each telescope shelter is made out of lightweight in-

sulated walls coupled to a steel structure. It rests on

a strong steel frame filled with concrete. An electric

motor can tilt this heavy platform though a commercial

hydraulic drive by 29! within two minutes. The whole
design is very rigid and can stand large wind and

snow loads as required by legal regulations. All optical

components are connected to the heavy-weight ground

plate to avoid wind induced vibrations and to keep the

geometry fixed.

Fig. 2. Photo of the 3 HEAT telescopes tilted upward, end of January
2009. In the background the telecommunication tower of Coihueco is
visible.

Mirror and camera are adjusted in horizontal position.

However, by tilting the telescope the varying gravita-

tional force on camera body and mirror can change

their relative position. Supplemental fixing bolts and an

improved support structures are foreseen to keep the

alignment of the optical system stable, which is essential

for telescope pointing and optical resolution. Sensors for

inclination are mounted at the mirror top, camera top

and bottom, and at the aperture box. Distance sensors

monitor the critical distance between camera and several

points at the mirror system. These sensors are readout

frequently for monitoring purposes.

Another design change for HEAT is the use of an

improved DAQ electronics. The concept of the new

electronics is the same as before, but as several elec-

tronic circuits have become obsolete, every front-end

board had to be redesigned. Like the conventional FD

electronics, the DAQ of one HEAT telescope contains

20 Analog Boards (AB) for analog signal processing,

20 First Level Trigger (FLT) boards for signal digitizing

and storage, and one Second Level Trigger (SLT) board

for the recognition of fluorescence light tracks and the

initiation of data readout.

Along with faster FPGA logic the sampling rate was

increased from 10 MHz to 20 MHz. The cut-off fre-

quency of the anti-aliasing filters on the AB was adapted

to about 7 MHz, but the other functions of the board

remain the same. The redesigned FLT board implements

all functions in FPGA of the Cyclone II FPGA family.

A new custom-designed backplane provides dedicated

point-to-point links between the FLT and SLT which

lead to a factor 40 higher readout speed compared to

the previous design. The usage of state-of-the-art FPGA

in combination with the higher speed also establishes

new fields of application for the DAQ system. The

HEAT DAQ system is also the baseline design and the

prototype for the Auger North FD electronics.

III. OPERATION OF HEAT

The horizontal (‘down’) position is the only position

in which a person can physically enter the enclosure.

This configuration is used for installation, commission-

ing, and maintenance of the hardware. The absolute
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calibration of the telescopes will be performed in this

position as well. As the field of view of the exist-

ing Coihueco telescopes overlaps with HEAT in down

position, it is possible to record air showers or laser

tracks simultaneously. By comparing the reconstruction

results from both installations one can directly determine

the telescope resolution in energy and Xmax. We also

want to reserve part of the time at one HEAT telescope

for prototype studies for Auger North. Recording the

same event in Coihueco and with the Auger North

prototype will allow a direct comparison of the trigger

and reconstruction efficiencies.

The tilted (‘up’) position is the default HEAT state.

Telescopes are moved into this position at the beginning

of a measuring run and stay that way untill the end

of the run. From the trigger point of view the tele-

scopes operate like a fifth FD building. Data of of the

different installations (HEAT, diffenent FD sites, infill

and Amiga, surface detector) are merged offline only,

but the exchange of triggers in real time makes the

recording of hybrid showers possible. The combined

data will improve the accuracy of shower energy and

Xmax determination at all energies, but especially at the

lower end down to 1017 eV.

IV. FIRST MEASUREMENTS

First measurements were performed with HEAT tele-

scope #2 at the end of January 2009. From January,

30th to February, 1st the telescope was operated for two

nights in up and down position. At first, the camera was

illuminated with a short light pulse from a blue LED

located at the center of the mirror. The High Voltage

for the PMTs and the individual electronic gains were

adjusted to achieve uniform light response in every pixel.

Subsequent measurements with the LED pulser were

performed at different tilting angles, but with the same

settings as found in in down position. No indications

were found for a gain change due to changed orientation

of the PMTs in the Earth’s magnetic field.

In the next step, the mechanical stability of the

optical system was verified. The telescope was tilted

several times from down to up position and back. The

readings of the inclination and distance sensors were

recorded during the movement. The analysis of the dis-

tance between camera and center of the mirror showed

damped oscillations of low amplitude which stopped

within seconds after the movement terminated. At rest

the distance change between up and down position is

less than 0.5 mm which is neglible for the telescope’s

optical properties.

After these cross-checks several showers were re-

corded with the telescope tilted in up position and in

coincidence with Coihueco telescopes #4 or #5. One of

the recorded events is shown in figure 3. The event data

of both telescopes match very well in time (colour of the

pixels in figure 3). The reconstruction yields a shower

distance of 2.83±0.06 km from Coihueco and an energy
of the primary particle of (2.0 ± 0.2) · 1017 eV.
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shower detector plane.

In figure 4, the reconstructed longitudinal shower

profile is shown together with a fit to a Gaisser-Hillas

function. The fit yields a value of (657 ± 12) g cm!2

for Xmax. The plot also accentuates the need for HEAT

telescopes for an accurate reconstruction: Using only the

data point above a slant depth of 700 g cm!2 (Coihueco

data) it would not have been possible to fit the profile

and find a precise maximum.
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal shower profile of event in figure 3 together with
Gaisser-Hillas-fit. Only a fit using both HEAT (left) and Coihueco
(right) data points results in a reasonable Xmax value.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

First measurements with a single telescope have

demonstrated that HEAT will improve the energy thresh-

old of the Pierre Auger Observatory at the Southern

site down to about 1017 eV. The HEAT design satisfies

all requirements with respect to stability and ease of

operation. It is expected that all three HEAT telescopes

are fully operational in September 2009. They will

provide interesting data in the transition region from

galactic to extragalactic sources and allow important

prototype tests for the design of the Auger North FD

system.
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Abstract. The original fluorescence telescopes of the

southern Pierre Auger Observatory have a field of

view from about 1.5! to 30! in elevation. The con-
struction of three additional telescopes (High Eleva-

tion Auger Telescopes HEAT) is nearing completion

and measurements with one telescope have started.

A second telescope will be operational by the time

of the conference. These new instruments have been

designed to improve the quality of reconstruction

of showers down to energies of 1017 eV. The extra

telescopes are pivot-mounted for operation with a

field of view from 30! to 58!. The design is optimised
to record nearby showers in combination with the

existing telescopes at one of the telescope sites, as

well as to take data in hybrid mode using the mea-

surements of surface detectors from a more compact

array and additional muon detectors (AMIGA). The

design, expected performance, status of construction,

and first measurements are presented.

Keywords: HEAT, high-elevation fluorescence tele-

scope, galactic, extragalactic

I. INTRODUCTION

The Pierre Auger Observatory has been designed to

measure the energy, arrival direction and composition

of cosmic rays from about 1018 eV to the highest

energies with high precision and statistical significance.

The construction of the southern site near Malargüe,

Province of Mendoza, Argentina is completed since mid

2008 and the analysis of the recorded data has provided

first results with respect to the energy spectrum [1], the

distribution of arrival directions [2], the composition,

and upper limits on the gamma ray and neutrino flux

[3], [4]. The measured cosmic ray observables at the

highest energies are suitable to tackle open questions like

flux suppression due to the GZK cut-off, to discriminate

between bottom-up and top-down models and to locate

possible extragalactic point sources.

However, for best discrimination between astrophysi-

cal models, the knowledge of the evolution of the cosmic

ray composition in the transition region from galactic

to extragalactic cosmic rays in the range 1017 eV to

1019 eV is required. Tests of models for the accelera-

tion and transport of galactic and extragalactic cosmic

rays are sensitive to the composition and its energy

dependence in the transition region where the current

observatory has low efficiency.

30° field 
of view

Fig. 1. Effect of limited field of view on reconstruction: Showers
approaching the telescope have much higher reconstruction probability
than those departing.

The fluorescence technique is best suited to determine

the cosmic ray composition by a measurement of the

depth of shower maximum. However, it is difficult to

lower the energy threshold with the original design of

the fluorescence telescopes. As the fluorescence light

signal is roughly proportional to the primary particle

energy, low energy showers can be detected only at

close distance to a telescope. The field of view of the

existing Auger fluorescence telescope (FD) is limited to

30! above the horizon (see figure 1). At close distances
only the lowest few kilometres of the atmosphere are

within the field of view. However, low energy showers

reach their maximum of development at higher altitudes.

Thus, the crucial region around the shower maximum

is generally not observable. The small fraction of the

shower development, which falls within the field of view,

is mostly very dim and is insufficient to determine the

depth of shower maximum Xmax. In addition, this cut-

off effect also depends on primary mass and shower

direction. A plain reconstruction of the shower profile

using raw data would yield biased results with respect

to zenith angle and mass composition. Cuts on the data

to remove this bias (anti-bias cuts) are not useful as

only very few showers would be left for the Xmax

determination.

From these arguments it is clear that an effective

and unbiased detection of cosmic rays of lower energies

requires the extension of the field of view to larger eleva-

tions. From the data collected since 2004, we know that

the quality of reconstruction is improved considerably if

showers are recorded by a hybrid trigger. These hybrid

events provide information on the shower profile from

the FD telescopes, but in addition at least one surface

HEAT - High Elevation Auger Telescopes
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calibration of the telescopes will be performed in this

position as well. As the field of view of the exist-

ing Coihueco telescopes overlaps with HEAT in down

position, it is possible to record air showers or laser

tracks simultaneously. By comparing the reconstruction

results from both installations one can directly determine

the telescope resolution in energy and Xmax. We also

want to reserve part of the time at one HEAT telescope

for prototype studies for Auger North. Recording the

same event in Coihueco and with the Auger North

prototype will allow a direct comparison of the trigger

and reconstruction efficiencies.

The tilted (‘up’) position is the default HEAT state.

Telescopes are moved into this position at the beginning

of a measuring run and stay that way untill the end

of the run. From the trigger point of view the tele-

scopes operate like a fifth FD building. Data of of the

different installations (HEAT, diffenent FD sites, infill

and Amiga, surface detector) are merged offline only,

but the exchange of triggers in real time makes the

recording of hybrid showers possible. The combined

data will improve the accuracy of shower energy and

Xmax determination at all energies, but especially at the

lower end down to 1017 eV.

IV. FIRST MEASUREMENTS

First measurements were performed with HEAT tele-

scope #2 at the end of January 2009. From January,

30th to February, 1st the telescope was operated for two

nights in up and down position. At first, the camera was

illuminated with a short light pulse from a blue LED

located at the center of the mirror. The High Voltage

for the PMTs and the individual electronic gains were

adjusted to achieve uniform light response in every pixel.

Subsequent measurements with the LED pulser were

performed at different tilting angles, but with the same

settings as found in in down position. No indications

were found for a gain change due to changed orientation

of the PMTs in the Earth’s magnetic field.

In the next step, the mechanical stability of the

optical system was verified. The telescope was tilted

several times from down to up position and back. The

readings of the inclination and distance sensors were

recorded during the movement. The analysis of the dis-

tance between camera and center of the mirror showed

damped oscillations of low amplitude which stopped

within seconds after the movement terminated. At rest

the distance change between up and down position is

less than 0.5 mm which is neglible for the telescope’s

optical properties.

After these cross-checks several showers were re-

corded with the telescope tilted in up position and in

coincidence with Coihueco telescopes #4 or #5. One of

the recorded events is shown in figure 3. The event data

of both telescopes match very well in time (colour of the

pixels in figure 3). The reconstruction yields a shower

distance of 2.83±0.06 km from Coihueco and an energy
of the primary particle of (2.0 ± 0.2) · 1017 eV.
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Fig. 3. This shower was recorded by HEAT telescope #2 and
Coihueco telescope #5.The relative arrival time of the fluorescence
light is coded in the colour of the pixel. The solid line is a fit of the
shower detector plane.

In figure 4, the reconstructed longitudinal shower

profile is shown together with a fit to a Gaisser-Hillas

function. The fit yields a value of (657 ± 12) g cm!2

for Xmax. The plot also accentuates the need for HEAT

telescopes for an accurate reconstruction: Using only the

data point above a slant depth of 700 g cm!2 (Coihueco

data) it would not have been possible to fit the profile

and find a precise maximum.
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Fig. 4. Longitudinal shower profile of event in figure 3 together with
Gaisser-Hillas-fit. Only a fit using both HEAT (left) and Coihueco
(right) data points results in a reasonable Xmax value.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

First measurements with a single telescope have

demonstrated that HEAT will improve the energy thresh-

old of the Pierre Auger Observatory at the Southern

site down to about 1017 eV. The HEAT design satisfies

all requirements with respect to stability and ease of

operation. It is expected that all three HEAT telescopes

are fully operational in September 2009. They will

provide interesting data in the transition region from

galactic to extragalactic sources and allow important

prototype tests for the design of the Auger North FD

system.
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